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Woodley Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 198 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x
0.6in.One summer, William Staffords class at Centrum in Port Townsend decided to name their one-
week community Worthy Company, for they were aware of and held a common purpose in
advancing the verbal epiphanies of each writer in their circle. In this book, that ritual and
commitment live on. Writers and readers in our world are on a rough and challenging road, but
they are often in good company, advancing together the idea that imagination, words and poems
can make inroads against the dehumanizing violence of our time. Instead of consoling platitudes
and aggressive certainties, this worthy company believes in the benefits that honest language and
humane imagination bring to us all. One could think of this collection as a multi-faceted letter to
William Stafford some twenty years after his death. Its a letter that tells him not only how each poet
is faring, but also how important Staffords writing, ideas, and teaching continue to be. For those
who were his friends, it also registers how much his personal presence is missed. But this collection
is neither elaborated elegy nor mere hagiography. What Becca J. R. Lachman...
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It in a of my personal favorite pdf. Of course, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Nichola s Ra tke-- Nichola s Ra tke

This composed pdf is fantastic. It normally will not expense too much. You will like how the writer write this publication.
-- Dr . Jer a ld Ha nsen-- Dr . Jer a ld Ha nsen
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